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Venues for CAPLA courses are sponsored by companies who support our Adopt-a-Course program. We would like to
thank our ongoing sponsors in this program. Without you we wouldn’t be able to offer these great courses. If you or
your company would like to be a part of or obtain more information about the Adopt-a-Course program, please contact
matt@caplacanada.org for program details.

CAPLA 2014 COURSE CALENDAR

Please continue to watch the website and e-Bulletins for updates.

Date

Time

Course Name

Location

Oct 2

8:30am - 4:30pm

The Why, How & What of Energy Asset Management

Cenovus

Oct 3

8:30am - 4:30pm

The Complete Professional Seminar

PennWest

Oct 9

8:30am - 4:30pm

Professional EQ: 7 Habits of Highly Effective People

Cenovus

Oct 15

8:15am - 4:30pm

Rocks, Records, Contracts & Reserves

AER Core Lab

Oct 16

8:30am - 4:30pm

Show Me the Money Part 1: Optimizing Freehold &
Overriding Royalties

Cenovus

Oct 17

8:15am - 4:30pm

Oil Sands/Heavy Oil Essentials

AER Core Lab

Oct 22

9:00am - 11:00am

Rental Allocations

TAQA North

Oct 28

8:30am - 4:30pm

CAPL Operating Procedure: A 5000 Foot Overview

Cenovus

Nov 4

8:30am - 4:30pm

Dealing with Difficult People

TBA

Nov 6

8:30am - 4:30pm

Directive 56

Cenovus

Nov 13

8:30am - 4:30pm

Saskatchewan Surface Acquisitions

TBA

Nov 20

8:30am - 4:30pm

Show Me the Money Part 2: Optimizing Operational
Revenue & Expenses

TBA

Nov 20

8:30am - 3:30pm

Third Party Surface Agreements

TBA

CAPLA 2014 EVENTS CALENDAR
For times and location, please check the CAPLA website.
Wednesdays Our Toastmasters Club meets every Wednesday at noon at Eighth Avenue Place
Sept 23

Lunch ‘n Learn: Data Quality: The Song That Never Ends

Oct 7

Lunch, Learn, LEAD!: Working Leaders

Oct 8

CAPLA’s 2014 Volunteer Appreciation Event

Oct 21

Lunch ‘n Learn: A Land Administrator’s Guide to Understanding Geology

Nov 4

Leadership Breakfast: Five Secrets to Leading the Next Generation of Workers

Nov 18

Lunch ‘n Learn: TBA

Dec 3

CAPLA Holiday Celebration
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President &
CEO Message
Anniversary Was a Whirlwind Year for CAPLA
•

By Cathy Lotwin and Cathy Miller

I

t has been a whirlwind year for CAPLA. Our
20th anniversary has come and gone, leaving
behind some great memories and launching
initiatives that will take us on new adventures in •
the years ahead.

Under the banner CAPLA: An Asset to Land Management
for 20 Years, we used our 20th anniversary as an
opportunity to raise the profile of land asset management
within industry and the community. With great support
and involvement from our members, we feel our objective
was achieved.
Here are some of the highlights of our anniversary year:

“

•

•

A 20th anniversary commemorative edition of NEXUS
was published in December 2013, featuring messages
from the Premiers of Alberta, Saskatchewan, British
Columbia and Manitoba, as well as profiles of some
of our founders and key volunteers.
We received media coverage of our anniversary, with
feature articles appearing in the Calgary Herald and
Oilfield Pulse in February 2014.
CAPLA introduced a new Code of Conduct for the
membership during the anniversary year. As of
August 1, all new and renewing members are asked
to read and indicate agreement with our Code of
Conduct, which is intended to promote CAPLA’s core
values and help members strengthen the land asset
management discipline and
their own careers.

More than 300 people
attended our 20th
The ethics training
After a series of member focus •
Anniversary Celebration
program was also introduced
groups held in June, a member this year, with a fantastic
on October 30, 2013 at
the Jamieson Place Winter
survey proposing two potential response from our members.
Garden in downtown
To date, 130 members have
names circulated in August,
Calgary. Congratulatory
completed the two-part training
messages from energy
generating many valuable
program developed by Dr.
companies, government and
Gary Lepine especially for
comments
from
our
members.
professional associations
CAPLA. The Board is currently
were displayed at the event,
offering this program free-ofalong with photographic
charge to CAPLA members.
memories contributed by our members through an
Also during our anniversary year, the Board of Directors
online Memory Board. Many of CAPLA’s founding
initiated a discussion about the possibility of changing
members attended the celebration, and we were
CAPLA’s name to better represent the land asset
thrilled to honour them at this special occasion.
management career. After a series of member focus groups
After a kick-off hosted by the Board for committee
held in June, a member survey proposing two potential
co-chairs, the CAPLA Coffee Party initiative was
names circulated in August, generating a lot of interest
launched in January. Members were asked to invite
and many valuable comments from our members. At the
their non-land colleagues to mark our anniversary
time of this writing, over 770 people have responded to
with coffee and cake – special thanks to employee
the survey! Thank you so much for weighing in on this
groups at Encana, ConocoPhillips and Bonavista
important consideration. We look forward to reporting
Energy for stepping up to the plate. Total attendance
back to the membership about the survey results.
at these Coffee Parties was about 150. Thanks to
We are also excited about plans to develop a new logo
our members who did such a good job of sharing
and website for CAPLA, as we continue to strengthen our
information about the land discipline and CAPLA in
presence and profile in the energy industry.
their work places.

•

n
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CRC Hosts First Regulatory Round Table
By Geoff Thiessen, Member, CAPLA Regulatory Committee

T

he CAPLA Regulatory Committee (CRC)
hosted a round table discussion between
Alberta regulatory bodies and CAPLA
members on May 29, the first meeting of its kind
for CAPLA.
Rather than planning a standard educational session or
forum to dispense information, this meeting was designed
to bring these groups together in a semi-formal setting to
exchange thoughts and ideas in a free and open exchange.
The Alberta Energy Regulator (AER), the Alberta Policy
Management Office (PMO) and Alberta Energy were well
represented at the discussion, which covered a wide range
of topics. Government regulators unable to attend or provide representation included
Aboriginal Consultations, Oil
Sands Division and ESRD.
The focus of the half-day
event was to open the lines
of communication about the
current challenges faced by
the industry, and how we
can all cooperate and communicate more effectively in
the future.
As an exponential advancement in technology and research shifts the way we
look at energy development
in Alberta, this is the best
course for future development and growth as we all
seek to keep up with the increasing complexity.
As with most “firsts,” there was a nervous enthusiasm
on all sides to do well, represent the best and make
everyone proud to have been a part of the event. In this,
those members who attended the round table were very
successful. They were open, honest, experienced and
inquisitive.
Our industry benefits from a great partnership with
Alberta Energy that has been developed over many years.
Using this meeting as a template, CAPLA is committed
to working with regulators to facilitate and enhance the
communication and flow of ideas and feedback for future
development and growth.
Representatives from the AER and PMO discussed a wide
range of topics throughout the day – from the many
methods and updates involved in stakeholder engagement,
to multiple projects underway to address challenges faced

in the field relating to regulations, to improving awareness
of current issues and proposed changes.
CAPLA representatives gave a general overview of our
membership and the scope of our responsibilities. Our
members are more than administrators; they are leaders
and industry influencers, implementing processes and
developing better ways to do business. In many ways
our members are a reflection of the growth, development
and maturity of the industry as a whole. Giving the
regulators some idea of what we do will help them utilize
all the resources and experience we have to offer as our
partnership goes forward. This was a great first step toward
building a relationship that we are certain will be hugely
beneficial to industry and government in the future.
There’s a lot going on in our industry and CAPLA is committed to being involved to assist, provide advice and
improve communication between regulators and industry. We provide our members
with a number of services
that can be used to enhance
engagement. We are a trusted source of information that
is both accurate and current.
When regulators partner
with CAPLA we can facilitate
the exchange of ideas that
will initiate change and improve our performance and
the overall capacity of our
industry.
NEXT STEPS
As part of our commitment to
improving communication,
the CRC is asking CAPLA members to forward on any
instances of difficulty or ongoing concerns with current
regulations or processes along with suggestions or ideas
for improvement. The CRC will compile these comments
and suggestions for future discussions with regulatory
groups.
We ask you to please email us at office@caplacanada.org
with the subject “CRC QUESTIONS.”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
A special thank you goes out to Crescent Point Energy for
hosting the event, and most especially to Kirstie Egan and
Sara Graham for organizing everything from the meeting
room, to the food and beverages. Everyone was incredibly
impressed.
Also to Jim MacLean and Tracey Stock, whose guidance
and experience in these matters was extremely helpful.
. . . continued on Page 12
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Article
Data Conversions 101: You Can Be A Guru
By the CAPLA Systems & Data Education Subcommittee

W

hen faced with the question of whether or not to change your land management
software, there are many considerations. Given the numerous competing software used
in the industry today, data conversion plans are paramount to maintaining effective
and efficient operations. In a perfect world all software would be seamlessly compatible with one
another, which would eliminate the end-loaded time and effort required to “massage” data from
one system to another following acquisitions and divestitures or even for a system upgrade. In this
article, we’ll cover the key considerations when planning a system conversion.

FULL CONVERSIONS VS. PARTIAL CONVERSIONS

in the loop. Project updates should be communicated at
regular intervals and/or specific milestones.

A good place to start is to consider the amount of data that
you are dealing with, and whether you are considering a Establish roles and responsibilities for each member of the
full conversion or only partial to segregate a specific func- conversion team. Who will be the single point of contact
tion. For a full conversion you can start by comparing data for the project? Who will do the data entry? Who will manvolumes and system functionality to determine the best age physical files?
target system. Consider
For long, gradual conpolling your industry
versions, secure expepeers for feedback on
Choose your target system. Secure
rienced operators and/
vendor support pracor support contacts for
your data and resources.
tices for any potential
the source system. If it
target systems.
Communicate. Deliver. Verify.
is being discontinued,

“

In terms of economics,
it is imperative to take into account the length of time
remaining on your current software license contract. Running a time-value analysis on your system can save you
money in the long run. Another important aspect to keep
in mind is how the potential system you will be working with will “speak” to other software in your electronic
portfolio. Your system’s ability to interact with mapping,
production and offset data can save you time and money.
For partial conversions, you’ll receive either printed
documents, an electronic file or be given some level of
access to the source system. For printed documents and
system access, you’ve obviously got some re-keying to do.
You’ll want to analyze your team members’ workloads to
determine whether the project can be handled internally
or if consultants will be required. Having two computer
screens can make data entry much less tedious, if you
have access to the source system, since you won’t need
to flip between systems. With an electronic file, you’ll
want to contact your IT department, and/or the vendor
of your land system to determine if it can be imported
automatically.

it is generally not a
good investment to train your own staff on that system.
Consult with your records management department and
other departments to provide communication on timeline
of project implementation including cross-reference lists
for old to new file numbers.
Document your data entry standards and supply them
to your team. Set up a training session for anyone not
familiar with the data entry standards and communicate
the importance of data integrity.
Contact the vendors for both systems. They might be able
to help you export and import parts of the data, saving
you valuable time in data entry. For example, if your target
system doesn’t allow for on-the-fly entry of master codes
(vendors, types, etc.), extract a list of the master codes
from the other system and import them into the target
system first. This is actually a good idea, even if your
conversion is completely manual entry.
If you need to massage data, find someone who’s a whiz
at Excel or other data management tools. They can usually
save your project some time.

COMMUNICATION

TIMING

Identify a project coordinator who will keep track of
project tasks and keep all the stakeholders of the project

Consider the cost and time of creating a pre-conversion
back-up of the target system. Will the conversion be a
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Consider estimated time to completion, cost and potential
disruption of daily procedures. With hours of back-end
clean up on a conversion this could cost your company
a lot, in terms of manpower. We have all been there,
cleaning up data sometimes years later, that didn’t translate
properly in the conversion process.
VERIFICATION
You’ll want to be able to quantify that the project met its
goals. One of those goals should be quality. To do this,
compare the acreage numbers, monthly rental amounts
and number of files, as a start.
CLEAN-UP
If your company still keeps paper files, you’ll want to print
the incoming document abstracts and prepare them for
filing. Alternatively, you can get software that allows you
to create PDF documents by printing to a “virtual printer.”
These electronic documents can then be placed in a
secure area of your network (be sure to make backups!)
CONCLUSION
In any land system conversion, you can expect a little
pain. But, with some organization, planning and diligent
work, you can get through it. Ultimately, we work in a
business in which everything is built on relationships.
Keep the communication lines open between you and the
system vendor. It could mean a successful data conversion
project, and the title of “Conversion Guru” for you.
Choose your target system. Secure your data and resources.
Communicate. Deliver. Verify.

n

Are you tuned in to what makes good data great? If
you are responsible for entering data into databases
or spreadsheets, you know that data quality is crucial
within land departments. Don’t miss the Systems & Data
Subcommittee’s Lunch ‘n Learn presentation Data Quality:
The Song That Never Ends on Tuesday, September 23 at
the Calgary Petroleum Club. Register today on the CAPLA
website.

THANK YOU CAPLA VOLUNTEERS

long, gradual process or a big-bang? How long will you
have access to the source system? Identify internal systems
and/or processes that could potentially be affected or
disrupted by the project timeline. When planning the
timing to go live, identify time-sensitive obligations such
as rental payments, lease expiries and obligations.

Volunteer
Appreciation
Event
OCTOBER 8, 2014
4 pm to 7 pm
Libertine Public House
223 8th Ave SW
Calgary, Alberta

FREE for volunteers
$20 for CAPLA members who
have not volunteered this year
$30 for non-members

EVENT SPONSORS

Encana
Crescent Point Energy
Encana Services Company Ltd.
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Article
Damages for Royalty Error Limited to Two Years:
Ignorance of Mistake May Not Stop Limitations Clock
By Scott Bower, Bennett Jones LLP

A

royalty that was due more than ten years ago. Finally, each
missed or incorrect payment is considered a new claim
even if the same mistake keeps being made. As a result, in
most royalty disputes, the question is whether the royalty
holder can claim for two years or ten years of royalties,
measured from the date when the lawsuit was filed. (See
Limitations Act, RSA 2000, c L-12, s 3 and Meek (Trustee
of) v San Juan Resources Inc, 2005 ABCA 448.)

royalty holder must make reasonable
inquires to confirm that a royalty has
been properly paid and will be limited to
a two-year recovery if not, the Alberta Court of
Appeal has ruled in Canadian Natural Resources
Limited v Jensen Resources Ltd, 2013 ABCA 399. Often when a royalty mistake has occurred, it is because

Limitation periods restrict how far back in time a plaintiff
can recover damages for a past wrong. Petroleum and
natural gas royalty holders are required to bring a lawsuit
within two years of when they first knew, or ought to
have known, that they have not been paid the proper
royalties, that the defendant was responsible for the error,
and that their loss is large enough to warrant bringing a
lawsuit. There is also a ten-year “drop dead” provision, so
that, generally speaking, no lawsuit can be brought for a

Work with a company that’s on your side and unlock
your true business potential.
Premier, Professional and High
Performance Land Staff.
Deadline Driven, Competent
and Capable Support.
Temporary or Permanent.

Contact Jaguar Land Today.
403-718-0525 jaguarland.ca
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no royalty was paid or there has been a calculation
error that has been repeated for years. In such cases, it
is usually straightforward to determine when the royalty
holder first discovered the mistake, who made the mistake,
and whether the amounts involved are large enough to
warrant bringing a lawsuit. The controversy is usually over
when the royalty holder first “ought to have known” about
the mistake.
The courts have previously taken two different approaches
to determining when a royalty holder ought to have
known of the mistake. The first is that the royalty holder
has the responsibility to monitor its own contracts and
put in place mechanisms to discover errors, and so
should discover an error sooner rather than later: Luscar
v Pembina Resources Ltd, 1994 ABCA 356 (CanLII). The
second is that the royalty holder is entitled to expect that
the royalty payor will honour its obligations and absent
“clear information to show an improper payment” the
royalty holder is not expected to take positive steps to
ensure the correct payment is being made: Meek, supra.
The Luscar approach usually results in a two-year limitation
period being applied; the Meek approach usually results
in a ten-year period. Some lawyers have speculated that
the Luscar test applies if the royalty holder is a relatively
sophisticated corporation and the Meek test applies if the
royalty holder is a “little guy”.
This case largely overrules the Meek test. It clarifies that
in all cases, royalty holders are expected to exercise
reasonable diligence. Even where the royalty holder does
not have “clear information to show improper payment,”
the royalty holder may still have sufficient knowledge to
give rise to an obligation to make reasonable inquires.
In this case, the plaintiff was the holding company of
an experienced landman. He knew he held equivalent
royalty rights over lands in close proximity to the lands in
question, and that he was receiving royalties from those
lands. He had not taken any steps to monitor whether he
was receiving the correct royalty payments from the lands

in question. On those facts, the Court of Appeal held that
he had sufficient notice to make the necessary inquiries
years ago, and so ought to have known of the error sooner.
He was limited to a two-year recovery period from when
the lawsuit was started. The trial judge had given him ten.

The content of this article is intended to provide a general
guide to the subject matter. Specialist advice should be
sought about your specific circumstances.

The “clear information to show an improper payment” test is now much restricted, if
not dead. All royalty holders must make
reasonable inquiries. Whether such inquires are reasonable in any particular
case will depend on the facts. In some
cases more inquiries will be expected than in others. Knowledgeable
counsel can significantly limit or
increase the damages in a lawsuit by being conversant in the
law of limitations, a notoriously
complex speciality.

All rights reserved. Used with permission.

(c) Mondaq Ltd, 2013 mondaq.com © 2013 Dow Jones &
Company, Inc.

n

LandLine
Divestco iLand and LandRite
Together at Last
LandLine transfers iLand sub files and crossings that you acquire
directly into LandRite’s surface files and third party agreements.
Contact us today to learn more about our surface land data pipeline.
587.952.8000 | info@divestco.com | www.divestco.com
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Legacy Leaders
Legacy Leaders:
Karen Riep
Karen Riep paved the
way as one of the first
female Surface Land
Agents. She taught the
Surface Land Practices
course that formed a part
of the Petroleum Land
Administration Certificate
at SAIT. She has been a
mentor and friend to
many within the land
discipline.
DESCRIBE YOUR LAND CAREER
My career in land started in 1977 working for ASRD
processing crown disposition applications. Soon after, I
was approached by a land broker, where I started as the
office administrator and moved into Surface Administration.
After obtaining my land agent licence in 1978, I began
to work in the field. In 1981, along with two partners, I
started Caribou Land Services. Four years later, I parted
ways with Caribou and started Larsen Land Services. I
worked alone handling all aspects of administration and
field work, specializing in Crown Applications and First
Nation/Metis Land Acquisitions.

In 1991, I had the opportunity to work with Norcen on a
contract basis, handling the Westmin Resources acquisition.
Two years later, I went back to working alone for ELAN
Energy. Over the next six years, the surface department
grew to nine people. ELAN was then purchased by Ranger
Oil, and I took the opportunity to make a change and
join the team at Compton Petroleum, where I managed
the Surface Department for two years. Soon after, I left
Compton and began to consult for a company specializing
in public consultation. I also consulted with an engineering
company that was setting up its regulatory department.
I also consulted to Encana in the Grande Prairie area,
handling their sour gas acquisitions and consultations.
In July 2004, I was hired by Sequoia to manage the Surface
Department. Sequoia was later purchased by Daylight,
and then subsequently acquired by Sinopec China. This
is where I continued to manage the Surface Department
until my retirement in 2013.
TELL US ABOUT YOUR MOST IMPORTANT “AHA”
MOMENT AS A LEADER?
When I realized that everyone had their own reasons for
working. Some wanted to move up the corporate ladder
but others were perfectly happy doing their current job. It
was important to understand this in order to keep people
motivated and happy at work. It is the “work to live/live
to work” adage.
WHAT MYTHS WOULD YOU LIKE TO DISPEL ABOUT
LEADERSHIP?

That keeping knowledge is power. It is more important to
share knowledge with your staff and others in the industry.
The more knowledge they have, the better able they are
to solve problems and figure out
how to do things on their own.
Same great company,
If they understand the laws and
Same great service,
regulations behind what they do,
Brand new look!
they can function better as a team.

Since 1986, Pinnacle Consulting Services has supported the Oil & Gas industry with the placement of
over 400 professional consultants in:
•
•

Contract Analysis
Mineral Land

•
•

Acquisitions and Divestiture
Land Negotiations

•

Surface Land

•

Data / System Entry

•

Joint Venture Agreements

•

Administrative Assistance

in your Land Department. We will source the right talent to meet the needs of our clients.
If you are considering becoming a consultant, or you are in search of consultants for your upcoming
project or land department, please contact Pinnacle Consulting today!

www.pinnacleconsulting.ca
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The other myth I would like to
dispel is that land administrators
are support staff to the landmen.
They are an integral part of the
team and should be treated as such.
There are very few land agents
who understand the administration
processes and how important it is
that the department’s records are
maintained and handled as the
important legal documents they
are. Land administrators need to
have knowledge of all the acts of
legislation and regulations that
affect their ability to do their jobs.

WHAT WAS YOUR MOST EMBARRASING LEADERSHIP
MOMENT?

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ASPECT OF
LEADERSHIP?

Not realizing that not everyone was willing to work the
hours I did and pushing people too hard to meet corporate
expectations. I lost over half of the department due to my
expectation that everyone should work like me. I also had
to recognize that everyone makes mistakes and a good
leader is one that does not berate someone for making a
mistake, buts helps so that it does not occur again.

Balancing the needs of the department with the needs
of the corporation. Treating everyone with respect and
treating everyone fairly. Making people feel that they are
an important part of the team. Never blame an individual
or a service provider in a public setting. You can chastise
in private, but never in public. Do not make it personal.

WHAT DOES LEADERSHIP MEAN TO YOU?
Encouraging people to learn and try to be better at what
they do. Letting them make mistakes and learn from
the mistakes. Help them understand how they fit in the
corporate structure and what the corporate expectations
are.
HOW DO YOU ENGAGE THE YOUNGER GENERATION
REGARDING TAKING ON LEADERSHIP ROLES?
Encourage them to be passionate about their job. Make
them feel that they are an important part of the process.
Push them to learn as much as they can and not be afraid
to try. I used to tell my team to try everything, but do not
send anything out unless you are 100% certain it is right.

WHAT HAVE BEEN YOUR CHALLENGES/OBSTACLES
IN YOUR ROLE AS A LEADER?
Being a female in a male-dominated industry. There were
very few female land agents when I started and I was one
of the only women that did field work.
There has also been a change in how the surface land
department is perceived in corporations. We have gone
from a “necessary evil” to being recognized as an important
part of doing business.

n

Legacy Leaders is a regular feature honouring our longtime members.

Make sure that you do not hurt their self-esteem by
improper criticism. Make sure it is not personal so if they
make a mistake they are willing to try again.
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CAPLA Round Table
. . . continued from Page 5
To all who attended the round table on behalf of CAPLA,
the AER, PMO and Alberta Energy, we appreciate the
effort and care you put in to the event and your continued
commitment to working together in the future. For the full
list of attendees please see below.
POLICY MANAGEMENT OFFICE
Cynthia Farmer, Assistant Deputy Minister
Wade Clark, Executive Director
Gerald Feschuk, Director, Special Advisory Services
ALBERTA ENERGY, TENURE
Grace Matias, Director, Equity and PNG Sales
Tracy Wadson, Director, Business Advocacy and
Operations
Jason Kwong, Manager, Accounting Policies and Acting
Manager, Tenure
ALBERTA ENERGY REGULATOR
Deborah Eastlick, VP Stakeholder Engagement
Anna Rose, Senior Alternative Dispute Resolution
Technical Specialist
CAPLA
Cathy Miller, CAPLA (Facilitator)
Cathy Warren, Peyto Exploration and Development Corp.
Gail Motta, Imperial Oil Resources Limited
Shelby Biddlecombe, XTO Energy Canada
Susan Potter, Chevron Canada Limited
David Serfas, Encana Corporation
Tracey Stock, Independent
Jim MacLean, Talisman Energy
Liz Dell, Alberta Land and Lease Ltd.
Lynn Gregory, Velvet Energy Ltd.
Allison Khubyar, Crescent Point
Krysten Marek, NEXEN (recorder)

n

THE KEY TO HAPPINESS IS
DISCOUNTS OF UP TO

25

PRIVATE SPACE FOR 300 PEOPLE!
TEAM BUILDING | STAFF SOCIALS
CLIENT APPRECIATION | CORPORATE BUYOUTS
CHRISTMAS PARTIES | STAMPEDE PARTIES

Visit thelibertine.ca for more information!
223- 8th Avenue S.W. | Calgary, AB | 403.265.3665

ON YOUR AUTO

INSURANCE

Members of CAPLA could save on insurance with BrokerLink. For starters, you
could get a 15% discount just for being a CAPLA member and save another
10% by bundling home and auto policies together.

To learn more, or to see if you qualify for preferred discounts, call:

1.855.771.9438
brokerlink.ca
Subject to policy conditions and exclusions. Insurance products provided by Novex Group Insurance. Services available in Alberta through Canada Brokerlink Inc. ™ BrokerLink is a trademark of Canada Brokerlink Inc. ©
Copyright 2013 Canada Brokerlink Inc. All rights reserved. Certain conditions apply to all discounts.
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Article
Offset Business Coming to the Electronic Transfer System
By Ramona Lofgren, Manager, Wells, Offsets, Undisposed Crown and Freehold Mineral Tax, Tenure, Alberta Energy

A

lberta Energy’s Electonic Transfer System
(ETS) is growing again. Commencing in
October 2014, Offset documents will be
transmitted through ETS.

Offset business coverage includes:
•

Delivery of monthly Offset compensation statements
of account and detailed billing sheets

•

Delivery of Offset obligation notices and client
responses

•

The authorization to transfer the Offset obligation to
another designated representative

•

Applications and approvals for changes in elections
for the offset obligation

•

Full or partial lease surrenders

•

Request for review

•

Well on production

The addition of this business module to the secure ETS
website converts a very manual Offset process to an
automated exchange of documents. The Offset business
module will automatically be added to the ETS account
of current Offset clients. The use of electronic information
exchange provides improved accuracy and timing of Offset
status updates.
Alberta Energy (Tenure) will hold demonstration sessions in
Calgary in September 2014. Online training modules will be
available on the ETS site. For additional information, please
contact the Tenure Well Administration unit at WellAdmin.
Energy@gov.ab.ca.

n
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Nourish
Conquer Your Fear of the Deep Blue Sea
By Arvin Alpajora, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

A

t some point in our lives, whether by
our choice or not, we may set foot
beyond the confines of our familiar
spaces and travel.

It may have been a time when your dad was off
on a business trip and your mom decided to tag
along with him for a get-away, with you in tow.
It may have been the result of winning a radio
contest, where you and a companion spent a
two-week all-expenses-paid stay at a Caribbean
resort, or maybe it was just a simple decision
you and your partner came up with that, for a
change, you’d leave the comfort of your home
and get away from it all.
Once, I thought travel had more downsides than upsides.
Actually, it is the opposite. There are many reasons why
we need to have longer breaks and travel, as opposed
to regular weekends off. Planning and saving money in
advance greatly diminishes the obstacles to travel. The
option of detaching ourselves from the normal, steady grind
of our daily routine becomes possible. Of course, there
are always bills that must be paid on time, TV programs
we don’t want to miss, and weekend projects we’re

Arvin Alpajora took a leap of faith to conquer, not only
his fear of sharks, but also his reluctance to travel for
adventure. He thinks you should, too.
committed to complete or sport we’re
obliged to compete in. But nowadays,
with so many people electronically
connected and capable, a press of a
button on our impressive smartphone
calendars and we can reschedule and
forget these things for a while, and enjoy
the benefits of traveling. Many of you
who have travelled may list compelling
reasons to pick a destination and go.
Even someone like me, who decided to
travel for fun relatively recently, can list
such reasons. I can share with you one of
the many benefits of travel.
Travel can conquer fear. In other words, a
simple trip coupled with a little adventure
can diminish or even defeat our fear.
When I was young, my parents took me
to the movie JAWS. (I am not sure why my
parents brought me with them. Probably,
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Last year, we travelled to Mexico and the adventure that
came with it finally took away my fear. While still far away
from the island where we would dock for an excursion
trip, snorkelers were separated into two groups, the
beginners and the intermediate/advanced. My wife and
I were with the newbies. After brief safety instructions,
and with my heart pounding, my wife and I made the
jump of our lives! There was no Great White shark, no
lurking creature shrouded in murky water, no ominous
soundtrack (of course) to be heard at all. Instead, after
floating back to the surface, the real stuff lay before me:
corals and playful fish, blue water and gentle lapping
waves, bright sun and puffy clouds, and a beautiful island
on the horizon. A rediscovery.
Less than a year after that life-changing event, I was at
Roatan Marine Park, Roatan Island, Honduras, leisurely
snorkelling when I encountered a five-foot barracuda
looking at me eye-to-eye just a few feet away. It did not
bother me and we swam away from each other, neither of
us the worse for the encounter. I, at last, had lost my fear
of the deep blue sea.

n

NOURISH NIBBLES

For great Caribbean destination suggestions,
you can visit:
www.ncl.com
www.carnival.com
For specific excursion destinations
to consider:
www.tourismroatan.com
www.isla-mujeres.net

Build Your
Career
100+ Programs in
Oil & Gas, Business
and Technology

CONTINUING EDUCATION

no one was available to house-sit for me, or maybe a PG13 rating for them meant their boy could come along. This
was in the Philippines in the mid ‘70s. I did not ask them
why, and that is another story). The vivid scene of a lady
skinny-dipping that night, suddenly pulled into the deep
by this monstrous thing, stayed with me. So intense was
my fear that over the years, I could only go into the water
up to my waist at any beach we would go to.

Petroleum Land Business, Petroleum Joint
Venture, Petroleum Land Administration:
Land Contracts, CAPPA, Oil & Gas Office
Administration, Management Development...

Pervez, Project Management

Why MRU’s Continuing Education?
• Learn tomorrow’s skills today
• Connect with industry professionals
• Small class sizes, big ideas
• Flexible schedules - fast track, online, classroom
• Workplace learning

mtroyal.ca/conted
403.440.6875
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CAPLA Committees
Education Facilitation Committee (EFC)
By Lora Malowany, Mineral Land Administrator, Twin
Butte Energy Ltd.

G

As facilitators, we get to attend the courses and also have
the opportunity to learn, meet our fellow colleagues and
discover a wide variety of related careers. Normally, each
EFC member will facilitate two to three courses per year.
We have had a nice boost in the EFC membership over
the last year with about nine new facilitators making us
16 members strong. With a range of experience, Mineral,
Surface, Contract and A&D disciplines are all represented
on our committee.

reetings from all of us on the EFC.
Our mandate is to facilitate the CAPLA
courses throughout the year. In 2014,
approximately 25 courses will be facilitated.
These courses are an integral part of CAPLA’s
mission to provide specialized education for We are always on the look-out for new venues/companies
members (and non-members alike!) in an able to support and host the CAPLA courses. If you
industry that is constantly evolving.
are interested in becoming a member of the Education
Our role as a facilitator is simply to plan, provide support
and be the liaison between instructor, CAPLA staff, and
the host venue to ensure the courses run smoothly. At our
monthly meetings, completed course-days are reviewed,
and suggestions, concerns and solutions are discussed
to make improvements where necessary which are then
communicated to CAPLA.

Facilitation Committee please contact Matt Worthy at
CAPLA. See you in class!
Thank you to the following individuals who are currently
serving on the Education Facilitation Committee:
CO-CHAIRS:
Deanna Selent, Co-Chair & Facilitator – Independent
Kim Lu, Co-Chair & Facilitator – PrairieSky Royalty Ltd.

SYNERGY LAND SERVICES LTD.,

is a full-service land broker, with its head office in
Calgary and branch offices in Fort St. John, St. Albert,
Fort Macleod, Regina, Brandon and Cambridge.
Company partners Bill Giese, Keith Turner and
James McCorquodale, along with their management
team and skilled staff work together at every level
to coordinate client projects in all aspects of the
oil and gas industry, power, renewable energy,
highways and telecommunications sectors.
Please contact us for more information about
our service offerings and how we can assist with
your upcoming projects.

Pursuing Perfection
www.synergyland.ca

| 1.877.961.LAND (5263)

Synergy2013_CAPLNegotiatorAd7.25x4.75.indd 1
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Leadership

Lora Malowany. Photos by
Connie Cooper.
Back row (l-r): Fiona Clancy, Patricia Montsion-Dubrûle, Deanna Selent, Matt Worthy, Katherine Bailey, Alex Big
Plume, Krysten Marek. Middle: Susan Pinkney. Front: Lynn Skena, Kim Lu. Missing: Tanya Eyres, Janice Burlo,
Stephanie Upshaw, Elizabeth Wojnowski, Erica Miller, Carolina McCausland.
FACILITATORS:
Patricia Montsion-Dubrûle – ConocoPhillips Canada
Katherine Bailey – Independent
Lora Malowany – Twin Butte Energy Ltd.
Janice Burlo – Husky Oil Operations Ltd.
Stephanie Upshaw – Progress Energy Canada Ltd.
Elizabeth Wojnowski – Progress Energy Canada Ltd.
Erica Miller – ConocoPhillips Canada
Carolina McCausland – Independent
Susan Pinkney – Independent
Tanya Eyres – Zargon Oil & Gas Ltd.

CIBC Run for the Cure

Canadian Breast Cancer Foundation
Sunday, October 5, 2014, Calgary, Alberta
Join or support the CAPLA team!
Contact Esmeralda at mondor@forgepetroleum.com or
Jennifer at jenniferpotter@synergyland.ca for more information.

Lynn Skena – Independent
Krysten Marek – Nexen Energy ULC
Alex Big Plume – Devon Canada
Corporation
Fiona Clancy – MFC Resources
Partnership
INSTRUCTOR LIAISON:
Curt Hamrell – Pengrowth Corporation
CAPLA LIAISON:
Matt Worthy, Program and Events
Manager

n
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Volunteer Spotlight
Volunteer Career Started with Tenure Committee
By Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

M

aking a difference and having a positive impact on
others is why Barb Nielsen continues to be a longterm CAPLA member and volunteer.

“This probably is cliché, but I want to give back,” she says. “I have been
extremely fortunate in my land career, especially the people I received
mentorship from have been nothing short of outstanding. Many are
recipients of CAPLA awards themselves.”
Barb started in land asset management with Petro-Canada in 1980 as
an administrative assistant to the land manager. A few years later she
accepted a position as a land administrator in the BC area. Presently
she is a land analyst at Husky Oil Operations Limited. She had been in
the industry for 14 years when CAPLA was launched and immediately
saw the value and potential of the fledgling organization.
“I attended that historic meeting back in 1994 and signed up right
away!” she says.
Her first CAPLA volunteer opportunity arose in the late 1990s when
the organization and the Alberta government were developing a tenure
committee to streamline
and
improve
business process for
the administration of
Sitting on the Board has really opened my eyes.
ex p i r i n g / c o n t i n u i n g
I can see what this association has done and how
lands. This collaborafar we can still go — wow! CAPLA’s future is only
tion between the industry and government
going to get brighter. Get your sunglasses on!
resulted in committee
members receiving the
– Barb Nielsen
Premier’s Award of Excellence (Bronze) in
2000. The Premier’s
Award of Excellence recognizes teams that demonstrate superior client
service and business excellence.

“

“It was an impressive honour,” she recalls. “I was, and still am, very
proud of that experience. This award was presented not only to
industry members, but also to the government representatives. It was
an amazing experience to everyone who sat on the committee because
I believe it was the first time our industry and government collaborated,
and we ‘did good’.”
“Barb has exhibited a passion for the business from the very beginning
and recognizes how important collaboration among industry members
and government representatives is to achieve common goals,” says
Kevin MacFarlane, who sits on CAPLA’s Advisory Council and was one
of Barb’s former managers at Petro-Canada. “Of course, she has always
respected the need for information security and competitiveness, but
knows this does not preclude many opportunities to improve the
efficiency of our industry.”
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Following her involvement with the industry/government
committee on Alberta petroleum and natural gas tenure,
Barb went on to chair the BC Tenure Review Committee
and represent CAPLA on its successor committee (CAPP’s
BC Tenure Review Committee). In 2012 she became a
member of CAPLA’s Board of Directors.
“Barb has an energetic personality. She is very approachable
and is always willing to help others,” says Betty Winiarz.
Betty was on the BC Tenure Committee with Barb when
it first started in 1998. “Her input on the committee was
very helpful for the industry as we were successful in
streamlining business with the BC government. One such
example was setting a flat fee at title issue so we no longer
had to pay miscellaneous fees for other services.”
“She has a passion for land asset management and
understands the impact we all have on a company’s
bottom line when the assets are managed well,” adds
Verna Moodie, a former Petro-Canada co-worker and
CAPLA’s president from 1998-2002. “Barb recognized the
great value of CAPLA establishing the standardization
committee in the early years and volunteered to be on the
BC Tenure Committee. She truly believes that better results
do not come from doing things the same way continually
and seeks opportunities for improvement.”
Barb feels she has benefited from being a CAPLA member
and volunteer. “What have I not gained (from belonging
to CAPLA)?” she asks. “The top of my list is the satisfaction
I have in being able to contribute, whether it was time,
energy, knowledge — whatever I could.”
“She has extensive knowledge and experience to share
and demonstrates this with her desire and commitment
to ‘give back’ through her CAPLA volunteering,” says
Verna. “Her dedication and commitment is evidenced
by her volunteer involvement on the CAPLA Regulatory
Committee and now as a board director.”
“Barb is always willing to step up to the plate, take the
bull by the horns with energy and enthusiasm,” Betty
adds. “She is always passionate about what she is doing
and works with integrity.”
Volunteering for CAPLA makes Barb feel she has made
a difference. “Our industry is very special. You are just
one person away from knowing everybody,” she says.
“The rewards (to being a CAPLA volunteer and member)
are numerous, the networks and friendships you gain are
priceless!
“Sitting on the Board has really opened my eyes. I can see
what this association has done and how far we can still
go — wow!” she adds. “CAPLA’s future is only going to get
brighter. Get your sunglasses on!”

n

Do you know an outstanding CAPLA volunteer? Nominate
them for a Volunteer Spotlight by e-mailing katherine@
caplacanada.org.

Knowledge Providers respond to inquiries and share
their expertise in order to support other CAPLA
members. We are pleased to introduce you to two
of our dedicated Knowledge Bank volunteers. (See
a list of all the Knowledge Providers on CAPLA’s
website. Go to Resource Centre, log in, then visit the
Knowledge Bank -- People link on the left.)

AUDREY ATKINS
Surface Land Consultant and
Operations Pre-Licencing &
Regulatory Coordinator
Aqua Slug Services Ltd.
audrey@aquaslug.com
(250) 400-5959
Area of Speciality: Alberta Surface, Public Lands
in Alberta, EAP
Audrey was a junior high school science teacher
before changing careers to land administration. With
experience in contracts, minerals and surface land,
she continues to bring her teaching skills to the
table as a subject matter expert and online instructor
for SAIT Polytechnic. In her former role as CAPLA
President, Audrey was instrumental in amending
the association’s board structure and governance
model as part of a long-term vision for growth and
sustainability. Audrey presently teleworks based in
Cumberland, BC.

LISA MENDONSA
Mineral Lease Administrator
Lightstream Resources Ltd.
lmendonsa@lightstreamres.com
(403) 268-7803
Area of Speciality: EPayments/
Surface and Mineral Land/
Rentals
Lisa brings over 10 years of experience in land
administration and over 15 years in the oil and gas
industry to her role as a Knowledge Provider. With
her broker and in-house experience, Lisa welcomes
enquiries related to EPayment process, Surface/
Mineral Land practices and problems, as well as
rental-related questions.
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Volunteer Spotlight
Jeff Brings “Infectious” Energy to Leadership Forum
By Mandi Zatyko, NEXUS Editorial Committee Member

J

eff Bryksa believes he has gained many things from
being a CAPLA member and volunteer.

“There are lots of things to like about CAPLA,” he says. “I like to work
with different people and different disciplines. We (in the industry)
have the same issues so you don’t always feel alone. Then there is the
networking and the courses to help you progress through your career.”
Originally employed in marketing within the investment industry, Jeff
attended SAIT for a certificate in Petroleum Land Administration and
obtained his advanced certificate from Mount Royal University. He
became an acting member of CAPLA in 2003 and was employed in
the land asset management industry by 2004. Presently he is the Team
Lead, Mineral Land with Crescent Point Energy Corp.
Jeff first volunteered for CAPLA’s former Public Relations and
Promotions Committee because he felt it would be a good fit with his
prior experience in marketing. Eventually he assumed the committee’s
chair and volunteered for the 2004 CAPLA Conference. He went on
to become assistant to Audrey Atkins during her CAPLA presidency,
before joining the Board of Directors as its Operations Director in
2007 and Strategic Planning Director in 2008. Now he is co-chair of the
Leadership Forum.

“My network has

grown. I’ve met lots of
people, I’ve learned skills
that were invaluable
and I’ve sat on the
Board and seen changes
happen. It’s pretty
exciting.”
– Jeff Bryksa

“CAPLA is a good association to volunteer for,” he says. “You learn a
lot of skills you can take back to your workplace. I see the profession
continue to grow, and I like to help those just starting out as well as
work on succession planning.”
Cathy Miller, CAPLA Chief Executive Officer, says Jeff is generous with
his time and knowledge. “He is always stepping up to assist CAPLA.
He is interested in how he, as a CAPLA member, can contribute to the
overall benefit of all CAPLA members and specifically to supervisors
and managers in his role with the Leadership Forum.”
Yvette Miller, co-chair of the Leadership Forum, and Linda Bernier who
also sits on the committee, agree with Cathy.
“He never hesitates to put his hand up when there is something
required,” Linda says. “He has contributed so many great ideas as we
determine topics and plan for upcoming Leadership Breakfasts and
Lunch, Learn, LEAD! sessions.”
She recalls meeting Jeff in 2008 when he first joined the Leadership
Forum. She says his new role as an assistant team lead with his employer
enabled him to bring the invaluable perspective of being a new leader
to the committee when other members were more seasoned.
“This was a great perspective for us to gain as the future of our
profession depends on a whole new group of leaders stepping up as
long-time leaders move into retirement.”
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“Jeff has an infectious energy about him. He provides
bright ideas and brings innovative thinking to the table,”
Yvette says. “He conducts behind-the-scenes research and
preparation for many CAPLA Leadership Forum offerings,
including this year’s Lunch, Learn, LEAD! series.”
“He also volunteered to facilitate our first Lunch, Learn,
LEAD! session this year,” Linda adds. “There were lots of
great discussions going on at the tables and Jeff ensured
all thoughts and ideas were shared amongst the whole
room. He is not afraid to put himself out there in a new
challenge, and at the end of the session, there was so
much positive feedback from the attendees!”

FOR 30 YEARS...
ENERGY IN NEGOTIATING
PROVEN SUCCESS FOR BUSINESS, L AND + THE COMMUNIT Y

All three agree Jeff is committed to CAPLA initiatives
related to leadership.
“Jeff brings positive energy, enthusiasm, a sense of fun,
great ideas and passion to the committee,” Yvette says.
“He is very real and down-to-earth, and leadership is
definitely a passion for him.”
“He brings a lot of energy and a positive perspective to
CAPLA meetings,” Cathy adds. “He is a great role model
for CAPLA members who are interested in building their
leadership skills and moving into management positions.”
Volunteering for CAPLA has been satisfying, Jeff says. “My
network has grown. I’ve met lots of people, I’ve learned
skills that were invaluable and I’ve sat on the Board and
seen changes happen. It’s pretty exciting.”

n

■■ Negotiating +
administering
surface rights
■■ Acquisitions + divestment
■■ Administration
outsourcing + data entry
■■ Freehold mineral
leasing + Crown landsales
IN CALGARY

403 243 5518
mslland.ca

LAND AND ENVIRONMENT
GO TOGETHER LIKE
COMMON AND SENSE.
The experts in Land Acquisition offer Environmental Services as well.
Makes perfect sense to us. An A to Z solution that is far more efficient and
effective, making your life so much easier. For expert land management
and environmental services - call 1-866-834-0008 or visit
landsolutions.ca and relax.
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NEXUS PHOTO CONTEST

HMA Land Services is now RPS HMA.
At RPS HMA we place significant value on
developing and maintaining excellent
relationships with our clients and industry
partners. Our team is dedicated to providing
the same level of professional service,
reliability and expertise that our clients have
come to expect from us.
Pipeline  Exploration & Production ( E&P)  Telecom  Power

Toll Free (866) 412-5263

Congratulations to Thea Connery of Tiera Land Inc., winner
of the 2014 NEXUS photo contest. Thea’s photo appears on
the cover of the September 2014 edition.
Thank you to everyone who entered this contest. The
NEXUS Editorial Committee may select photos from the
contest for future editions of NEXUS. If your photo is
selected, we will contact you.

www.hmaland.com | www.rpsgroup.com

Here’s how we do it:

Scott Land & Lease
is The Industry’s
Top Land Company

It comes down to trust, experience, and
execution. Clients with projects of all sizes
and complexity trust Scott Land & Lease
because we offer:
• The largest, most experienced team
of land professionals in the industry
• Guaranteed quality work
• Competitive rates
Scott Land & Lease has acquired more
freehold minerals, crown leases, wellsites
and right of way in Western Canada than
any other land company over the past two
decades. Contact us to learn more about
the value of Scott Land & Lease to you
and your company.

www.scottland.ca
Calgary • Edmonton • Grande Prairie
Fort St. John • Lloydminster • Regina • Saskatoon
Calgary (Head Office) 900, 202 – 6 Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2R9
Phone: 403- 261-1000
Toll free: 1-800-661-1618
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THE CAPLA/IRWA PRE-STAMPEDE PARTY WAS A GREAT SUCCESS THIS YEAR!
WE APPRECIATE THE SUPPORT OF OUR SPONSORS.

TIER ONE SPONSORS:
LandSolutions LP
Synergy Land Services Ltd.
TIER TWO SPONSORS:
Canada West Land
Evolve Surface Strategies Inc.
Taylor Land Services Ltd.
Touchdown Land Consultants
Universal Surveys Inc.
TIER THREE SPONSORS:
All-Can Engineering & Surveys

Majestic Land Services Ltd.

Precision Geomatics Inc.

Altus Group Limited

McElhanney Land Surveys Ltd.

Progress Land Services Ltd.

Can-Am Geomatics

Midwest Surveys

Quest Geomatics Inc.

Core Geomatics Group Inc.

Millennium Geomatics Ltd.

Harvest Energy

MSL Land Services Ltd.

Roy Northern Land and
Environmental

HMA Land Services Ltd.

Northwind Archaeological
Consulting Ltd.

Longhorn Geomatics

Traverse LandGroup Ltd.
Caltech Surveys Ltd.
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Warning: Our data has gone mobile
(You may never return to the office)

Now, get geoLOGIC’s value-added data almost any place, any time,
any way you want it. Available through gDCweb on your tablet,
smartphone or computer.
With 30 years of data experience behind it, gDC is the source for high
quality, value-added well and land data from across Western Canada and
the Northern United States. Another plus – our data is accessible through
an expanding range of industry software utilizing our own easy-to-use
gDC GIS and our geoSCOUT software.
View, search, import and export well, land and production data,
documents, logs and more from almost anywhere. For more information
visit our website at www.geoLOGIC.com

Leading the way with customer-driven data, integrated software
and services for your upstream decision-making needs.
geoSCOUT | gDC | petroCUBE at www.geoLOGIC.com

